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Abstract. The effects of nitrous oxide (N2O) in nitrogen (N2) on the development and morphology of sine-
driven dielectric barrier discharges in a single-filament arrangement were studied. Detailed insight in the
characteristics of the discharge and its development were obtained from electrical measurements combined
with ICCD and streak camera recordings as well as numerical modelling. A miniaturised atmospheric
pressure Townsend discharge (APTD) could be generated for admixtures up to 5 vol% N2O in N2 although
N2O is an efficient collisional quencher of metastable nitrogen molecules. Increasing the high voltage
amplitude led to a transition into a hybrid mode with the generation of an intermediate filament in
addition to the diffuse, non-constricted APTD. A time-dependent, spatially one-dimensional fluid model
was applied in order to study the underlying mechanisms causing the diffuse discharge characteristics. It
was found that even for small N2O admixtures, the associative ionisation of atomic nitrogen and oxygen
(O+N(2P) → NO+ + e) is the major electron source sustaining the volume memory effect and is therefore
the reason for the formation of a diffuse APTD.

1 Introduction1

The dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) as a non-2

thermal atmospheric pressure plasma source is receiv-3

ing increasing attention during the last 30 years, in both4

research and industrial applications. First investigated5

in the second half of the nineteenth century, DBDs6

obtained wide use as the “ozonizer discharges” and later7

as “corona surface treater”, in light sources, air clean-8

ing and for the pumping of gas lasers [1]. Today, they9

are still under study for e.g. life-science applications,10

layer deposition, gas cleaning and conversion, aerody-11

namic flow control or analytic detection devices. With12

the increasing interest in this type of gas discharge13

from the 1990 s onwards, the number of publications14

increased. The book “Non-Equilibrium Air Plasmas At15

Atmospheric Pressure” edited by Kurt H. Becker with16

Ulrich Kogelschatz, Karl H. Schoenbach and Robert J.17

Barker in 2005 was an important milestone [1]. Being18

one of the first textbooks about DBDs, it provides a19

Electron-Driven Processes from Single Collisions to
High-Pressure Plasmas.
Guest editors: Jose L Lopez, Michael Brunger, Holger
Kersten..

a e-mail: hans.hoeft@inp-greifswald.de (corresponding author)

broad overview and is still an excellent introduction to 20

the subject. Furthermore, the new topic of “microplas- 21

mas” was also developed at that time [2]. 22

Non-thermal plasmas generated by DBDs are usu- 23

ally filamentary [3], but at specific conditions, diffuse 24

or uniform discharges are obtained [4–9]. These dif- 25

fuse DBDs are attractive for surface deposition applica- 26

tions, as linear processing with less sophisticated vac- 27

uum technology can be realised while enabling a homo- 28

geneous surface treatment [10,11]. Diffuse DBDs are 29

distinguished between atmospheric pressure Townsend 30

discharges (APTDs) and atmospheric pressure glow 31

discharges (APGDs) with intermediate modes, which 32

depend mainly on the frequency and amplitude of the 33

applied voltage waveform [12–14]. APTDs are mainly 34

generated in sinusoidal-operated planar DBD arrange- 35

ments in N2, pure or with small (i.e. up to about 36

500 ppm) admixtures of O2 or N2O, or under certain 37

conditions even in atmospheric pressure air [15]. An 38

example for a miniaturised APTD in a “single-filament” 39

arrangement in N2 with and without O2 admixtures 40

can be found in [16]. Volume and surface memory 41

effects are supposed to determine the discharge regime 42

[4,6,17–19]. These memory effects increase the num- 43

ber of electrons prior and during the breakdown. Con- 44

sequently, the discharge ignites at low electrical field 45
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strength and its formation proceeds slower than in case46

of streamer generation [17]. For the APTD in N2 mainly47

the spontaneous electron emission and secondary elec-48

tron emission induced by N2(A3Σ+
u ) were considered to49

be responsible for the memory effect [20–23]. The role50

of the latter process is evident due to the fact that small51

additions of N2(A3Σ+
u ) quenchers (e.g. O2 or NH3) limit52

the minimum frequency at which APTDs occur [16,17].53

A full understanding of the underlying physics of dis-54

charge formation is still missing, especially for condi-55

tions important for layer deposition. In particular, the56

control of discharge uniformity in gas mixtures con-57

taining precursor molecules and reactive components58

is rarely studied. N2O is interesting for such studies59

from several viewpoints, namely as an electronegative60

compound, as an oxidising agent, and as a donator of61

oxygen atoms during thin film deposition.62

In a previous work, the impact of nitrous oxide (N2O)63

admixture to N2 on DBD characteristics was studied64

in a pulsed operated, single-filament arrangement [24].65

Under pulsed operation, these DBDs were found to be66

filamentary both for virtually pure N2 as well as for all67

used N2O concentrations in N2 (up to 10 vol%), i.e. the68

diffuse discharge regimes could not be generated and69

examined. Therefore, the focus of this work is the inves-70

tigation of sine-driven DBDs using the same arrange-71

ment and gas compositions to test if the APTD mode72

can also be generated in such a single-filament config-73

uration. Furthermore, the transition to a filamentary74

operation is of high interest for understanding underly-75

ing mechanisms and eventually the evaluation of poten-76

tial applications. The focus of the experimental analy-77

sis lies therefore on fast optical diagnostics (ICCD and78

streak camera) to identify the occurrence of APTDs and79

track their faint emission. These methods were accom-80

panied by fast electrical measurements. For the iden-81

tification of the mechanisms responsible for the tran-82

sition to a diffuse APTD mode a time-dependent 1D83

fluid model was applied, investigating especially the role84

of metastable N2(A3Σ+
u ), atomic oxygen, and atomic85

nitrogen on the volume memory effect.86

2 Experimental set-up and model87

description88

2.1 Discharge arrangement and diagnostics89

The same discharge arrangement as in the previous90

study on the impact of N2O in N2 for pulsed opera-91

tion described in [24] was used, together with similar92

diagnostics (see Fig. 1). Therefore, only the essential93

details are briefly given here.94

A symmetric double-sided DBD arrangement with95

half-spherical, alumina-covered metal electrodes with a96

gap width of 1 mm was used (Fig. 2). The alumina-97

covered electrodes had a diameter of about 4 mm and a98

tip radius of about 2 mm. The thickness of the dielectric99

above the tip was about 0.5 mm. The electrodes were100
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Streak
camera

iCCD Beam splitter

HV 
probe

Current 
probe

Gas 
inlet

Gas outlet
(to pump)

Glass cell
Quartz 
window

Sine HV

Fig. 1 Scheme of the experimental setup

Fig. 2 Discharge cell with a quartz window and alumina-
covered, half-spherical electrodes with a 1 mm gap

placed in a vacuum tight glass cell (Fig. 2). The cell was 101

evacuated by a turbo pump (Pfeiffer TSH261) down to 102

about 10−6 mbar before filling the cell with the gas. An 103

additional membrane pump (Pfeiffer MVP 020-3 AC) 104

was used as a process pump in a bypass to set the pres- 105

sure in the cell to 1 bar. The total gas flow through 106

the cell was set to 100 sccm by mass flow controllers 107

connected to gas cylinders (N2, purity 5.0, i.e. 99.999% 108

purity). The investigated gas mixtures were varied from 109

virtually pure N2 to 10 vol% N2O in N2. “Virtually pure 110

N2” means ≤ 30 ppm O2 impurity (which is already 111

affecting the APTD behaviour [22]) as examined by an 112

oxygen sensor (Zirox SGM 7.4). 113

A custom-built sinusoidal high-voltage (HV) power 114

supply (push-pull generator with HV transformer) gen- 115

erating up to 14 kVpp at 10 kHz frequency (frep) was 116

used for the operation of the DBDs. The structure 117

and the spatio-temporal development of the DBDs were 118

recorded in the UV and visible spectral range by a fast 119

ICCD camera (Andor iStar DH734-18U-A3) through a 120

quartz glass window (see Fig. 2). The spatial resolution 121
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Table 1 Heavy particle species considered in the reaction
kinetic model. Species denoted with ‘*’ represent lumped
excited states at the given kinetic energy

Neutrals in ground state

O, O2, O3

N, N2

NO, NO2, NO3

N2O, N2O5

Neutrals in vibrationally excited state at level ν

O2(X
3Σ−

g , ν = 1, . . . , 4)
N2(X

1Σ+
g , ν = 1, . . . , 10)

Neutrals in electronically excited state

O(1D), O∗(4.19 eV)
O2(a

1∆g, ), O2(b
1Σ+

g ), O∗
2 (4.50 eV)

O∗
3 (1.77 eV)

N(2D), N(2P)
N2(A

3Σ+
u ), N2(B

3Πg), N2(B
′ 3Σ−

u )
N2(a

′ 1Σ−
u ), N2(a

1Πg), N2(C
3Πu), N2(a

′′ 1Σ+
g )

NO(A 2Σ+), NO(B 2Π), NO2(A)

Positive ions

O+, O+
2 , O+

3 , O+
4

N+, N+
2 , N+

3 , N+
4

NO+, NO+
2 N2O

+

Negative ions

O−, O−
2 , O−

3 , O−
4

NO−, NO−
2 , NO−

3 , N2O
−

was about 2 µm, while the maximal temporal resolution122

was 2 ns. A streak-camera system (Hamamatsu C5680-123

21C) recorded the spatio-temporal development of the124

DBDs with about 2µm spatial and about 20 ps tempo-125

ral resolution. The high spatial resolution was enabled126

by a long-distance microscope (Questar QM100). More127

details on the optical diagnostics can be found in128

[24,25]. Electrical measurements were performed with129

current and voltage probes and recorded with an oscillo-130

scope (Tektronix DPO 7254C). The high frequency cur-131

rent transformer (MagneLab CT-F2.5 BNC) provided a132

high sensitivity (2.5 V/A) with a rise time of 0.7 ns and133

a bandwidth range between 1.2 kHz and 500 MHz. The134

voltage probe (Tektronix P6015A) had a bandwidth of135

75 MHz.136

2.2 Numerical model137

The same time-dependent, spatially one-dimensional138

fluid model as used in [26] was applied here to support139

the interpretation of the experimental results.140

From measured data, only the applied voltage at the141

HV electrode was used as an input (in addition the142

the geometry of the discharge arrangement on the cen-143

tral axis, i.e. 1 mm gap and 0.5 mm dielectric thick-144

ness). The Poisson equation and several balance equa-145

tions were self-consistently solved as described in [27].146

While the Poisson equation delivered the potential and 147

the axial electric field, the particle densities and the 148

energy density of the electrons were calculated by the 149

balance equations. The fluxes of heavy particles were 150

determined in the common drift-diffusion approxima- 151

tion as described in [27]. For the particle and energy 152

flux of the electrons, an improved drift-diffusion approx- 153

imation, see [28], was used. The accumulation of surface 154

charges at the dielectric surfaces was accounted for by 155

the addition of charged particle fluxes. The reaction 156

kinetics scheme was based on [29] and included about 157

50 heavy particle species (see Table 1)1 and more than 158

520 reactions. Besides the N2O admixture to N2, an 159

O2 concentration of 30 ppm was considered to account 160

for the experimentally unavoidable impurity. The sec- 161

ondary emission of electrons from the dielectric surfaces 162

by N2(A) impact was considered with a secondary elec- 163

tron emission coefficient of 0.2. This value appears to 164

be an upper limit for the secondary electron emission 165

occurring during the collision of metastable nitrogen 166

molecules with dielectric surfaces [30]. Besides, the par- 167

tial reflection and emission of particles according to [31] 168

was used as boundary condition at the dielectrics with a 169

secondary electron emission coefficient for ion-induced 170

electron emission of 0.02. A quasi-neutral state with an 171

electron density of 103 cm−3 was used as initial condi- 172

tion. 173

3 Results and discussion 174

While varying the N2O concentration in N2 in the 175

DBD arrangement under consideration, two different 176

discharge regimes were found in dependence on the 177

amplitude of the sinusoidal HV at 10 kHz: 178

i. Diffuse regime: pure APTD mode 179

ii. Simultaneous diffuse and filamentary regime: “hybrid 180

mode” 181

In the following, the experimental results on the dis- 182

charge characterisation for both modes will be sepa- 183

rately described with respect to the N2O admixture and 184

the underlying mechanisms will be analysed afterwards 185

in combination with the modelling results in a conclu- 186

sive section. 187

3.1 Pure APTD mode 188

The DBD in virtually pure N2 in a 1 mm gap ignited at 189

a voltage of 12.6 kVpp (4.5 kVRMS), featuring a diffuse, 190

i.e. non-constricted, emission in the volume in front of 191

the anode. An example of the discharge morphology 192

is presented in Fig. 3 for 1 vol% N2O in N2, showing 193

1 In the following, all excited species are written in abbre-
viated form to improve readability, e.g. N2(A

3Σ+
u ) goes as

N2(A).
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Fig. 3 Discharge morphology of a sine-operated DBD with
12.6 kVpp at 10 kHz and 1 vol% N2O in N2. The surface
of the half-spherical electrodes is indicated by white lines
(A ... Anode, C ... Cathode). The left electrode is powered (A
in pos. half cycle), the right electrode is grounded (A in neg.
half cycle). Accumulation of 1000 HV cycles with an ICCD
gate of 10 µs at the time of maximum emission (top row) and
corresponding single shots with maximal gain of the ICCD
(bottom row, i.e. intensity only row-wise comparable). The
intensity is displayed in pseudo-colour with linear scaling

spectrally integrated ICCD images featuring 1000 accu-194

mulations and a single event with a 10µs ICCD gate195

width. The ICCD recordings of single events clearly196

confirm the generation of a diffuse discharge (bottom197

row in Fig. 3), i.e. the diffuse appearance visible in the198

accumulated images is not caused by an overlapping199

of discharge events with different individual structures.200

The DBDs feature a triangle-shaped emission with its201

maximal diameter directly in front of the anode, which202

tapers within the gap towards the cathode. This dif-203

fuse emission structure in the gap was found for all204

N2O admixtures2 up to 5 vol% in N2 driven by a sinu-205

soidal waveform with 12.6 kVpp (see Fig. 4), which was206

checked by single shots for each case (not shown). The207

emission diameter in front of the anode is decreasing208

with increasing N2O content, from about 0.8 mm for209

virtually pure N2 down to about 0.3 mm for 5 vol%,210

while the emission intensity dropped significantly (note211

the comparable logarithmic intensity scale in Fig. 4).212

For all N2O concentrations, the discharge emission213

is increasing exponentially towards the anode, reaching214

its maximum just in front of the anode surface. This215

can be clearly seen in the emission profiles shown in216

Fig. 5, where the emission along the central axis of the217

gap is plotted for both half cycles. Electronic excita-218

2 No discharge could be ignited for 10 vol% N2O in N2 at
12.6 kVpp.
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Fig. 4 Discharge morphology at the maximum emission
time window (10 µs ICCD gate width corresponding to
phase position (II) for the left column and (VII) for the right
column (see Fig. 6)) for different gas mixtures at 12.6 kVpp.
Each image is the result of 1000 accumulations. The inten-
sity is colour-coded with a logarithmic scaling (comparable
for all cases here)

tion of N2 (more precisely the second positive system of 219

N2(C)) is responsible for the major part of the emission 220

of DBDs with a N2 admixture [23]. An exponentially 221

increasing intensity towards the anode is a characteris- 222

tic of a Townsend discharge, where no significant space 223

charge is generated and consequently, the electron den- 224

sity is exponentially increasing towards the anode, too 225

[32]. Thus, the applied electric field is not disturbed by 226

space charges in the gap [33]. Comparing the maximum 227

intensities near the anode for both half cycles in Fig. 5 228
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Fig. 5 Axial intensity profiles along the gap axis in depen-
dence on the gas composition at 12.6 kVpp for both the pos-
itive and negative half cycle. The positions of (momentary)
anode and cathode surfaces are indicated by grey dashed
lines

for varying N2O admixtures shows a decrease with ris-229

ing N2O content, resulting in an intensity reduction of230

about one order of magnitude for 5 vol% N2O compared231

to virtually pure N2. The same trend was found for a232

pulsed-operated single-filament DBD generated in these233

gas mixtures using the same arrangement [24].234

The profiles for the positive and negative half cycles235

are almost symmetrical. Minor differences could be236

explained by slight anomalies in the electrode geometry237

(e.g. the shape of the dielectric). The re-increase of the238

signal on the momentary cathode (right of 1.0 mm or239

left of 0 mm, respectively) is most likely caused by a240

reflection of light at the cathode surface.241

To track the temporal development of the diffuse242

DBD, 1000 accumulations with an ICCD gate width243

of 10 µs were recorded phase-resolved over a complete244

HV period, shown exemplarily for virtually pure N2245

in Fig. 6 (see corresponding numbers (I) to (X)). In246

the top row of Fig. 6, the applied HV waveform and247

the total current are shown (averaged over 1000 peri-248

ods). The measured current mainly shows the displace- 249

ment current Idis, while the actual discharge current is 250

hardly visible. From the displacement current, it is pos- 251

sible to calculate the total capacitance Ctot of the DBD 252

arrangement according to the relation 253

Idis = Ctot
dU

dt
254

using the first time derivative of the applied volt- 255

age U . The value for Ctot was found to be approx- 256

imately 0.2 pF, which is in good agreement with the 257

total capacitance obtained for pulsed operation in the 258

same arrangement [34]. The discharge current of the 259

APTD can only be seen as minuscule “humps‘” on the 260

sinusoidal curve (indicated by circles in the top row of 261

Fig. 6). According to the literature, the maximum cur- 262

rent density of an APTD is of the order of 1 mA/cm2
263

[35] or even lower [16,22]. The diameter of the APTD in 264

the arrangement under investigation is less than 1 mm 265

(e.g. about a factor of 10 smaller than in [16]), which 266

results in a maximal current of the order of 1µA, which 267

is lower than the amplitude of the displacement current. 268

Unfortunately, such low current signals can hardly be 269

analysed with the available electrical diagnostics. Dis- 270

tinct current peaks, as they are typical for filaments, 271

are not obtained at 12.6 kVpp for all investigated N2- 272

N2O gas mixtures (reminder: no discharge inception 273

at 12.6 kVpp for 10 vol% N2O). Nevertheless, the small 274

deviations of the sine waveform from the displacement 275

current can be used as an indication of discharge activ- 276

ity, as they correspond to maximal emission intensity 277

(as described in what follows). The ICCD images in 278

Fig. 6 show the discharge starting at the anode, gradu- 279

ally rising towards the discharge volume, and simulta- 280

neously expanding in the radial direction (see positions 281

(I) to (III) and (VI) to (VII) in this figure). After reach- 282

ing the maximum of the applied voltage, the emission 283

intensity reduces with time and withdraws towards the 284

anode (see positions (III) to (V) and (VIII) to (X) in 285

Fig. 6). Such discharge development for an APTD in 286

N2 is in agreement with the literature, e.g. [16,36]. The 287

emission in front of the cathode in figures (I) and (VI) 288

is due to two different effects: first, the actual gap volt- 289

age is temporally ahead to the applied voltage; i.e. the 290

voltage across the gap reaches the breakdown thresh- 291

old value earlier than the applied voltage, see mod- 292

elling results in Sect. 3.3 (Fig. 15 a). Second, the 10 µs 293

ICCD gate leads to additional accumulation of light 294

from the preceding half cycle with opposite polarity (i.e. 295

the actual transition from momentary anode to cathode 296

and vice versa occurs before the applied HV changes its 297

polarity, since the gap voltage is always slightly ahead 298

of the applied HV in APTD [35]). The same spatio- 299

temporal discharge emission development was found for 300

all N2O admixtures for 12.6 kVpp, although the inten- 301

sity and the axial extension of the emission in the gap 302

was strongly decreased with increasing N2O content. In 303

the following section, the impact of increasing the HV 304

amplitude on the DBD characteristics will be described 305
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Fig. 6 Discharge development of a sinusoidal-operated DBD at 12.6 kVpp in virtually pure N2. The top diagram shows the
measured voltage waveform and the corresponding total current (averaged over 1000 HV periods). Phase-resolved ICCD
images over the full period (1000 accumulations per image), as indicated by (I) to (X), are given in the bottom part of each
sub-figure. The intensity is colour-coded with a logarithmic scaling and maximal intensity value of 32000 counts

for the same gas composition variation as presented in306

this paragraph.307

3.2 Hybrid mode308

A significant change in the discharge behaviour was309

found when the amplitude of the applied voltage is310

increased to 14 kVpp, which was the maximum volt-311

age of the available power supply. The APTD is inter-312

rupted by a periodic occurrence of filamentary break-313

downs at the negative half cycle. This is visualised in314

Fig. 7, where 50 periods of the applied HV waveforms315

are exemplarily shown with the corresponding currents316

for virtually pure N2 and 1 vol% N2O in N2. For virtu-317

ally pure N2, these filaments occur fairly regularly every318

fifth period (i.e. with 500µs between them), while they319

appear every second period for 1 vol% N2O in N2 (and320

also for 5 vol% N2O in N2, not shown). The reason for321

the appearance during the negative half cycle is likely322

due to a DC bias of about -130 V, which is expected to323

cause asymmetric surface charge distributions influenc-324

ing the electric field configuration in the gap. Unfortu-325

nately, the DC bias was an intrinsic and unavoidable326

feature of the used power supply.327

In Fig. 8 a, the spatio-temporal discharge develop- 328

ment for virtually pure N2 is shown for 14 kVpp (phase- 329

resolved featuring 1000 accumulation per 10µs time 330

step analogous to Fig. 6). It has to be emphasised that 331

the spatio-temporal discharge developments shown in 332

Fig. 8 cannot distinguish between the intermediate fil- 333

ament and the diffuse APTD during the negative half 334

cycle due to the accumulation. The discharge always 335

operates as an APTD in the positive half cycle, which 336

was checked by single-shot images using the same ICCD 337

settings as described in Fig. 6. The emission intensity 338

in the volume is higher and the discharge is wider than 339

for 12.6 kVpp, but the maximum of the emission is still 340

occurring near the anode as expected for an APTD. 341

The discharge starts to decay during the phases (III– 342

V) shown in Fig. 8 a and an APTD with reverse polar- 343

ity starts to develop after the voltage zero crossing. 344

Since a filamentary discharge ignites only every fifth 345

period during the negative half cycle of the applied 346

HV, the negative current peak visible in time window 347

(VI) features a much lower (absolute) value due to 348

the averaging. The ICCD image in this time window 349

(Fig. 8 (a) (VI)) shows a discharge channel connecting 350

both electrodes and spreading on the surfaces, which 351

is an overlay of the APTD and the filaments. The dis- 352
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Fig. 7 Applied voltage waveform (top row, 14 kVpp) and
corresponding measured currents for virtually pure N2 (mid-
dle row) and 1 vol% N2O in N2 (bottom row) over 50 periods
showing the periodical occurrence of filamentary discharges
identifiable by distinct (in this case negative) current peaks

charge continues as an APTD with the emission maxi-353

mum at the anode further decaying (see Fig. 8 (a) (VII–354

X)). Since both regimes, i.e. the filamentary and the355

APTD one, coexist, it is called “hybrid” regime3 in the356

following.357

A similar behaviour was observed for 1 vol% N2O in358

N2 as shown in Fig. 8 b. The discharge is an APTD in359

the positive half cycle (Fig. 8 (b) (I–V)) and a filament360

is formed in the negative half cycle at around 60µs.361

The ICCD images in Fig. 8 (b) (VI–VII) clearly show362

a discharge channel, although this is also an overlay of363

the APTD and the filament, since the filamentary dis-364

charge occurs only every second period. Consequently,365

the averaged current peak of the filament is stronger,366

which is due to a combination of the higher (absolute)367

current and the more frequent occurrence of filaments368

3 What is called “hybrid regime” here differs from the
“hybrid mode” defined by Boisvert et al. [14], where it is
defined as an intermediate state between the atmospheric
pressure Townsend and glow discharge (APTD and APGD,
respectively), which are both diffuse, i.e. non-filamentary
discharges.

for 1 vol% N2O in N2 in comparison with the discharge 369

in virtually pure N2 (see Fig. 7). Since the emission 370

intensity of a filamentary discharge is much higher com- 371

pared to the intensity of a diffuse APTD, the channel is 372

quite pronounced. While there is no emission in the gap 373

during the negative half cycle after a filament occur- 374

rence, the discharge features again diffuse emission in 375

front of the anode (see Fig. 8 (b) (VIII)). 376

In Fig. 9, the emission structure of the discharge dur- 377

ing the maximal intensity at the positive and negative 378

half cycle is shown for different N2O admixtures to 379

N2. Generally, the emission intensity is decreasing with 380

increasing N2O concentrations similar to the 12.6 kVpp 381

case (note the logarithmically scaled intensity in Fig. 9). 382

While the discharge is diffuse during the positive half 383

cycle, with the APTD-typical emission maximum in 384

front of the anode, the discharge at the negative half 385

cycle is only in the diffuse APTD mode for 0.1 vol% 386

N2O in N2. Due to the reduced emission and the more 387

frequent occurrence of a filament for 1 and 5 vol% N2O 388

admixtures compared to virtually pure N2, the filament 389

appearance in the volume is more evident for 1 and 390

5 vol% N2O in N2. 391

To characterise the intermediate filaments, the dis- 392

charge current for each filament was recorded. This 393

was done by triggering the oscilloscope on a negative 394

current value, which was explicitly higher than the dis- 395

placement current4 to ensure the recording of a distinct 396

current peak, which are characteristic for filamentary 397

DBDs [38,39]. In this context, it has to be emphasised 398

that the discharge current peaks measured for these fil- 399

aments in the hybrid mode are related to a streamer- 400

like breakdown [40] and not to an atmospheric pres- 401

sure glow discharge. In Fig. 10, the averaged current 402

pulses are shown in a 150 ns time window (top) and 403

with an enlargement on the initial current slope (12 ns, 404

bottom). The current pulses of single recordings feature 405

a very similar shape. For a better comparison, the cur- 406

rent axis was inverted, and the current waveform for 407

10 vol% N2O in N2 at 14 kVpp was added, i.e. for a fil- 408

amentary DBD at both half cycles. However, it has to 409

be noted that more than one filament per half cycle can 410

be obtained at these conditions and these filaments are 411

not well-localised as in the case of the hybrid regime. 412

The current of the filaments significantly depends on 413

the gas composition as also described for pulsed oper- 414

ation [24]. The current pulse amplitude increases from 415

about 10 mA to 100 mA with increasing N2O admix- 416

ture, while the duration of the current flow is higher 417

for lower N2O concentrations and the current decays 418

fastest for the highest N2O concentration. It can be 419

clearly seen that the current slope is getting steeper 420

with rising N2O concentration. Furthermore, it is pos- 421

sible to calculate the transferred charge per filament 422

Q by integrating the current waveforms over time. The 423

results are shown in Fig. 11. Due to the longer duration 424

of the discharge, the highest amount of charge (about 425

4 Unfortunately, it was also for 14 kVpp applied HV not
possible to properly measure the discharge current during
the APTD phase due to the still too low current amplitude.
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Fig. 8 Discharge development of a sinusoidal-operated single DBD at 14.0 kVpp in virtually pure N2 a and with 1 vol%
admixture of N2O in N2 b. The top diagram shows the measured voltage waveform and the corresponding total current
(averaged over 1000 HV periods). Phase-resolved ICCD images over the full period (1000 accumulations per image), as
indicated by (I) to (X), are given in the bottom part of each sub-figure. The intensity is colour-coded with a logarithmic
scaling and maximal intensity value of 32000 counts
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Fig. 9 Discharge morphology at the intensity maximum
in dependence on the N2O admixture at 14 kVpp for pos-
itive and negative half cycles. Each image is the result of
1000 accumulations. The intensity is logarithmically scaled
in pseudocolour

0.45 nC) is dissipated in the case of no N2O admixture,426

although the current peak is lowest in this case. The427

higher the admixture of N2O, the lower the charge per428

filament in the hybrid regime (down to about 0.23 nC429

for 5 vol% N2O). In the case of 10 vol% N2O concen-430

tration, i.e. filamentary case in both half cycles, the431

discharge features a much higher current peak and the432

charge increases again to about 0.3 nC, although the433

current decays much faster compared to all other inves-434

tigated N2O admixtures similar to the pulsed operation435

[24] (although the peak current here is about four times436

lower compared to pulsed operation).437
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Fig. 10 Discharge current for the filamentary case as a
function of the N2O concentration for 14 kVpp. The results
are averaged over 1000 individual filaments (triggered on the
current, i.e. not synchronised with the applied HV). Single
shots of the current (not shown) feature a very similar pulse
shape
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It is has to be noted that the filamentary discharge438

for the case of virtually pure N2 occurs only every fifth439

period compared to about every second period for the440

higher N2O admixtures, i.e. the time-averaged charge441

transferred by filaments is about two times higher for442

1 vol% N2O in N2 (although Q is slightly lower for443

1 vol% N2O), and about the same for 5 vol% N2O in444

N2 compared to N2.445

In addition to the electrical characterisation of the446

filaments, ICCD images of individual filamentary dis-447

charges and their spatio-temporal development by448

jitter-corrected streak images were obtained. They are449

displayed in Fig. 12 for virtually pure N2 as well as 1450

and 2 vol% N2O in N2. The ICCD images of the indi-451

vidual discharges using 10µs ICCD gate show a con-452

stricted channel in the volume and spreading surface453

discharge channels both on the anode and the cath-454

ode. For virtually pure N2 the channel in the volume455

is about 200 µm in diameter and features an inten-456

sity maximum near the cathode (see Fig. 12 a (left)).457

The channel diameter is about 100 µm both for 1 and458

2 vol% N2O in N2, while the emission maximum is also459

near the cathode (see Fig. 12 (b,c) (left)). The spatio-460

temporal discharge development recorded by the streak461

camera is characterised by a cathode-directed streamer462

followed by a transient glow-like phase for all gas com-463

positions, where filaments occur. Generally, a higher464

N2O admixture decreases the discharge emission dura-465

tion. However, there are differences concerning the dis-466

charge inception, e.g. the streamer inception point in467

the gap is shifted away from the cathode for higher N2O468

admixtures while the maximal streamer propagation469

velocity roughly triples (from ≈ 2×105 to 6×105 m/s).470

For pure N2 the streamer starts about 200µm in front471

of the cathode; for 1 and 2 vol% N2O it starts nearly in472

the middle of the gap at about 450µm in front of the473

anode. A similar effect was reported for filamentary,474

pulsed-operated DBDs in a similar single-filament con-475

figuration, which was related to elevated pre-ionisation476

in the gap, i.e. the higher the pre-ionisation the slower477

the streamer and the shorter its starting distance to478

the cathode [26]. Furthermore, this is in accordance479

with the measurements of the discharge current dur-480

ing the filamentary discharges (see Fig. 10), i.e. the481

current slope is much smoother for virtually pure N2482

compared to 1 and 2 vol% N2O in N2 (for which the483

slopes as well as the streamer propagation velocities484

are nearly the same). Therefore, these similarities are a485

strong indication that these filaments are igniting in a486

highly pre-ionised gap [41], although it is important to487

note that also the gas composition has a distinct impact488

on the streamer inception [24,42] In addition, for the489

virtually pure N2 case, it seems that after the short490

cathode-directed streamer a slower anode-directed ion-491

isation front starts propagating, which was also found492

to be a breakdown regime for highly pre-ionised single-493

filament DBDs [26,43].494

Using the streak camera it is possible to record the495

discharge emission over an entire single HV period, as496

shown in Fig. 13 for 14.0 kVpp in virtually pure N2.497

Displayed are single shots and images of 100 accumu-498
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Fig. 12 ICCD images (left) and streak recordings (right)
of filaments in a pure N2, b N2 with 1 vol% N2O, and
c N2 with 2 vol% N2O. While the ICCD images are for
an individual discharge event (10 µs ICCD gate width,
maximal ICCD gain), the streak images are compiled of
300microdischarges, using the jitter correction function of
the streak camera software [37]. The intensity is in pseudo-
colour, for the ICCD images with a linear and for the streak
images with a logarithmic scaling

lated events for the hybrid mode and the APTD mode 499

for both half cycles in a 100µs time window. The fila- 500

ment is much more intense than the APTD and covers 501

almost the entire gap distance (note the logarithmic 502

intensity scale in Fig. 13 with respect to the maximal 503

intensity of the filament). Furthermore, the filament 504

intensity is maximal in the gap volume near to the cath- 505

ode, while the emission of the APTD concentrates near 506

the anode surface. Even though the temporal resolu- 507

tion of the streak images shown in Fig. 13 is only of the 508

order of 1µs, it can without doubt be stated that the 509

APTDs last much longer than the filamentary ones as 510

also visible from the phase-resolved ICCD images (see 511

Fig. 8). Additionally, the inception of the APTD during 512

the positive half cycle evolves at a lower applied voltage 513

when a filament occurred in the previous negative half 514

cycle. Although, the impact of the filament on the gap 515

voltage has to be considered, it is clear that there is a 516

distinct shift in the discharge inception after the occur- 517

rence of a filament. This can be further analysed by 518
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Fig. 13 Voltage curves and streak images (single shots and 100 accumulations) over the full cycle of discharges operated
with 14.0 kVpp in pure N2. Top: cycles with hybrid mode (filament and APTD); middle: APTD mode in both half cycles;
bottom: voltage curves. The high voltage is applied to the top electrode and the values of discharge inception for both cases
are marked. The intensity is colour-coded with logarithmic scaling with respect to the maximum in the top left image

comparing emission profiles from streak recordings like519

shown in Fig. 13, which were spatially averaged over the520

entire discharge gap. Figure 14 shows temporal emission521

profiles for different gas mixtures. For the APTD mode522

shown for virtually pure N2, 1 and 2 vol% N2O admix-523

ture in Fig. 13 a similar profiles are obtained in both524

half cycles. For pure N2 the emission between the two525

cycles does not vanish to zero, i.e. there is significant526

emission during the complete HV period. Increasing the527

N2O admixture to N2, the emission per half cycle gets528

shorter, weaker and decays faster.529

In the following subsection, the experimental find-530

ings presented in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2 will be explained531

by identifying the dominant processes and mechanisms532

responsible for the occurrence and transition between533

the APTD and filamentary mode.534

3.3 Fluid modelling results and discussion535

Analysis and interpretation of the measured data are536

supported by numerical simulations using the 1D fluid-537

Poisson model described in Sect. 2.2. Model calculations538

were performed for the experimental condition using a539

voltage of 12.6 kVpp and a gas mixture of 0.1 vol% N2O540

in N2 (assuming an O2 impurity of 30 ppm). For these541

conditions, a diffuse discharge in the APTD regime is 542

observed experimentally and predicted by the simula- 543

tions. It is important to note that the 1D model used in 544

the present study is not capable of resolving the radial 545

discharge dynamics and filament formation, which plays 546

an important role at higher applied voltages where the 547

hybrid discharge mode was observed experimentally. 548

Furthermore, the chemistry of long-living heavy particle 549

species and the formation of larger molecules occurs on 550

much longer time scales than the actual discharge activ- 551

ity. Hence, the spatially resolved fluid model including 552

all relevant collision processes provides detailed insights 553

into the initial discharge phase and is used here to anal- 554

yse the transition of an initially high-current discharge 555

mode to the APTD regime. Here it is important to note 556

that the mode transition and the quasi-periodic results 557

for the APTD regime are not influenced by the initial 558

conditions used for the model calculations. 559

Figure 15 shows results of the model calculations for 560

the time range from 300 to 500 µs corresponding to the 561

end of the third (at t = 300 µs) to the beginning of 562

the fifth (at t = 400 µs) period. This time range cor- 563

responds to the transition phase from the filamentary 564

to the APTD regime. Note that the overall discharge 565

behaviour during the following cycles remains the same, 566

even though long-living species, such as atomic oxy- 567
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Fig. 14 Temporally resolved emission profiles derived
from the spatial average over the discharge gap in the streak
images (14.0 kVpp). a Profiles for APTD cycles with differ-
ent gas compositions; b profiles from hybrid cycles with a
filament in the negative half cycle compared with the APTD
cycles in pure N2; c same as (b), but for 2 vol% N2O in N2

gen, are not yet in quasi-periodic state. In Fig. 15 a,568

the applied voltage, the gas gap voltage, and the cor-569

responding current density are displayed. The steep570

and intense current density peak connected to a fil-571

amentary discharge during the positive half cycle at572

about t = 305 µs is deliberately truncated to show573

the details of the transition to the APTD mode within574

the subsequent two half cycles. This transition can be575

identified by the constant gap voltage during the cur-576

rent pulse—in contrast to the sharp dip in the gap577

voltage for the filamentary discharge—and the signif-578

icant decrease of the current density to values below579

4 mA/cm2. Having in mind that the diameter of the580

measured discharge emission5 for 0.1 vol% N2O in N2581

is about 0.5 mm at 12.6 kVpp (see ( 4), the maximal dis-582

charge current would be below 10µA, which is hardly583

measurable with the used current probe. After the tran-584

5 Assuming this is a reasonable estimate for the region,
where discharge current flows.

Fig. 15 Modelling results for a sinusoidal-operated DBD
with 12.6 kVpp at 10 kHz and 0.1 vol% N2O in N2 show-
ing the initial transition from filamentary to APTD regime.
a applied voltage, gap voltage, current density; b spatially
averaged density of electrons and N2(C) molecules; c,d spa-
tially averaged rates of dominant gain (solid lines) and loss
(dashed lines) processes for electrons and N2(C) molecules
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sition to the APTD region, both the gap voltage and the585

current density become symmetric and quasi-periodic586

within a few periods.587

Figure 15 b shows the temporal development of the588

spatially averaged electron density and N2(C) density589

during the mode transition. It can be clearly seen590

that these densities increase more rapidly to a much591

higher maximum value during the initial filamentary592

discharges and decrease more rapidly compared to the593

APTD phase. Note that the N2(C) state is responsible594

for the major part of the emission, more precisely its595

electronic transition596

N2(C) −→ N2(B) + hν, (1)597

which is the so-called second positive system of N2 [23],598

i.e. the temporal evolution of the N2(C) density cor-599

responds to the temporal development of the emission600

in the gap. Comparing the N2(C) density development601

from Fig. 15 b with the measured emission profile for602

0.1 vol% N2O concentration in Fig. 14 a shows a fair603

qualitative agreement. Since N2(C) is mainly produced604

by direct excitation of N2 in collisions with electrons:605

N2 + e −→ N2(C) + e, (2)606

the electron density profile during the active APTD607

phase features a similar shape as the N2(C) pro-608

file. However, the maximum of the electron density is609

located in between active diffuse discharge phases and610

corresponds to the zero crossing of the gap voltage,611

see Fig. 15 a. Therefore, it is directly connected to the612

polarity change of the discharge current and the related613

current jump observed in APTD [21]. At this instant,614

a reversal of the electric field in front of the momen-615

tary anode just before the polarity change of the gap616

voltage induces the transport of electrons towards the617

plasma bulk region, i.e. an ionisation front is moving618

from the momentary anode towards the momentary619

cathode. Figure 15 c shows that the ionisation during620

this time range and the resulting characteristic peak of621

the electron density is caused by the associative ionisa-622

tion reaction623

O + N(2P) −→ NO+ + e. (3)624

This is in accordance with the hypothesis provided by625

Tyl et al. [21] for the origin of the volume memory626

effect in atmospheric pressure DBDs in nitrogen with627

oxygen or nitric oxide additions. The often mentioned628

strong impact of the metastable N2(A) by secondary629

electron emission from the dielectric surfaces was found630

to be of minor importance for occurrence of the APTD631

regime under given conditions, if the N2O concentra-632

tion exceeded 30 ppm. During the active APTD phase633

as well as the filamentary phase the electron multipli-634

cation is instead driven by the direct ionisation process635

N2 + e −→ N+
2 + 2e, (4)636

see (Fig. 15 c). Here it can be seen that this electron 637

gain is mostly compensated by transport losses of elec- 638

trons moving to the anode. The peaks and sinks of this 639

loss process in between the active discharge phases cor- 640

respond to the exchange of anode and cathode caused 641

by the polarity change of the gap voltage (compare 642

(Fig. 15 (a and c) and the local reversal of the electric 643

field. Moreover, the spatially averaged rates of dom- 644

inant gain and loss processes for N2(C) are given in 645

Fig. 15 d, where solid lines indicate the gain and dashed 646

lines the loss processes. While the direct electron impact 647

excitation (reaction (2)) is the main production process 648

for N2(C), the pooling reaction 649

N2(A) + N2(A) −→ N2(C) + N2 (5) 650

plays only a minor role. The major loss of N2(C) is due 651

to the collisional quenching process 652

N2(C) + N2 −→ N2(a) + N2, (6) 653

and partly by the spontaneous transition of N2(C) to 654

N2(B) (reaction (2)), which is responsible for the major 655

part of the optical emission. 656

The importance of the associative ionisation pro- 657

cess (3) for formation of the APTD mode requires a 658

further study of the involved species, which are atomic 659

oxygen in the ground state O, excited atomic nitrogen 660

N(2P) and, indirectly, metastable nitrogen N2(A). The 661

spatially averaged densities and dominant gain/loss 662

rates of these species are shown over time in Fig. 16. 663

The density developments of metastable N2(A) and 664

excited N(2P) species quickly become periodic in the 665

filamentary and APTD regime, i.e. their densities are 666

strongly modulated by the gas gap voltage reaching a 667

mean value above 1013 cm−3. In contrast, the density 668

of oxygen atoms steadily builds up over multiple peri- 669

ods to about 1015 cm−3 and is not modulated by the 670

varying HV waveform (see Fig. 16 a). The production 671

of N(2P) mainly occurs in the two-body energy transfer 672

process 673

N2(A) + N −→ N2 + N(2P) (7) 674

as shown in Fig. 16 b in agreement with [3]. Collisions 675

of N(2P) with NO lead to the re-generation of N2(A) 676

and also to the dissociation of NO, which slightly con- 677

tributes to the production of atomic oxygen. However, 678

the larger amount of atomic oxygen is produced from 679

dissociation of N2O in electron collisions 680

N2O + e −→ N2 + O + e (8) 681

(dominant process in filamentary regime) and from the 682

two-body energy transfer process 683

NO + N −→ N2 + O (9) 684

involving NO and nitrogen atoms in the ground state 685

(dominant process in APTD regime), which is repre- 686

sented in Fig. 16 c. Note that NO is mostly generated 687
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Fig. 16 Spatially averaged densities a and dominant
gain/loss rates (b–d) of N(2P), O and N2(A) for the con-
ditions of previous figures. Transition from filamentary to
APTD regime occurs after 300 µs

by the following dissociative quenching process involv- 688

ing N2O and N2(A): 689

N2(A) + N2O −→ N2 + N + NO. (10) 690

That is, metastable nitrogen N2(A) does not contribute 691

significantly to the occurrence of an APTD here by 692

means of secondary electron emission, but it is still very 693

significant for the formation of the memory effect via 694

the corresponding collision processes. Figure 16 d shows 695

that N2(A) is predominantly generated from N2(B) via 696

the process 697

N2(B) + N2 −→ N2(A) + N2, (11) 698

while direct excitation of nitrogen molecules by electron 699

collisions plays only a minor role. The modelling results 700

also confirm that N2(A) is efficiently quenched by col- 701

lisions with N2O, where the reaction (10) represents 702

the dominant loss process for N2(A). Due to this fast 703

quenching process, no significant amount of metastable 704

nitrogen is present in between the active APTD phases 705

as soon as elevated amounts of N2O are mixed to N2. 706

For virtually pure N2 or very low N2O admixtures, how- 707

ever, the larger concentration of N2(A) remains between 708

individual discharges, which means that a significant 709

N2(C) density is also generated in between the active 710

APTD phases by the pooling reaction (5). This explains 711

the emission in the gap during the complete HV period 712

for virtually pure N2, see e.g. Figs. 6 and 14 a. 713

In conclusion, the addition of N2O to the nitro- 714

gen oxygen gas mixture, on the one hand, reduces the 715

amount of metastable nitrogen, which is an important 716

factor for transition to the APTD regime via secondary 717

electron emission or the generation of excited nitro- 718

gen atoms via reaction (7). On the other hand, higher 719

amounts of N2O also provide an additional source of 720

atomic oxygen and atomic nitrogen via reactions (8) 721

and (10), respectively. This could also be the reason for 722

the ability to generate a diffuse APTD up to 5 vol% 723

N2O in N2, which was found in the experimental study. 724

The reported intermediate occurrence of a filament 725

could therefore be connected to a depletion of atomic 726

oxygen and atomic nitrogen species. This is mostly also 727

the reason for the more-frequent occurrence of filaments 728

for 1 vol% N2O in N2 compared to virtually pure N2 729

(see Fig. 7). Furthermore, dissociative attachment of 730

electrons to N2O becomes dominant at higher N2O con- 731

centrations [24,44] and the loss of electrons is compen- 732

sated by the filamentary discharges, which then “feeds” 733

the insufficient O and N(2P) densities to continue the 734

APTD mode in the subsequent HV half cycle. Possible 735

mechanisms of N and O depletion include the sticking 736

of these species at the wall and the loss due to the gas 737

flow. The loss due to the gas expansion related to heat- 738

ing of the discharge is not expected to play a major role 739

for the low-current APTD under consideration. 740
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4 Summary741

The impact of a N2O admixture to N2 on a sine-driven742

DBD in a single-filament arrangement was studied743

experimentally and by 1D fluid modelling. It was found744

that at an applied voltage of 12.6 kVpp at 10 kHz a dif-745

fuse atmospheric pressure Townsend discharge (APTD)746

could be generated in a 1 mm gap up to 5 vol% N2O in747

N2 on both the positive and negative half cycle. For748

14 kVpp applied HV, an APTD is generated only for749

0.1 vol% N2O in N2 on both HV half cycles. For virtu-750

ally pure N2 and N2O concentrations up to 5 vol% the751

APTD mode is overlaid by an intermediate filament752

occurrence during the negative half cycle. This asym-753

metry is most likely induced by a slight negative DC754

bias of the HV supply, but however enabled the study755

of the interaction between filamentary and diffuse DBD756

modes. For 10 vol% N2O in N2, the DBD is in the full757

filamentary regime, i.e. it features constricted channels758

accompanied by steep current pulses on both HV peri-759

ods. When a filament intermediately occurs during a760

negative half cycle, it directly effects the subsequent761

APTD, i.e. the filamentary breakdown leads to a tran-762

sition back to the APTD mode causing earlier inception763

and longer emission duration.1 764

The applied 1D fluid model was used to analyse the765

underlying reaction mechanisms. The obtained results766

confirm that for N2O containing N2 the associative ion-767

isation process O + N(2P) −→ NO+ + e is the major768

electron source sustaining the volume memory effect769

and therefore the reason for the formation of a diffuse770

APTD. The dissociation of N2O by electron collisions771

and heavy-particle quenching processes provides an772

additional source of atomic oxygen and atomic nitrogen,773

which enables the occurrence of an APTD up to 5 vol%774

of N2O admixture by sustaining the above-mentioned775

associative ionisation. This means that under certain776

conditions also higher amounts of quenching species can777

be admixed to the working gas of DBDs for applica-778

tions, where a diffuse mode is favourable.779

Future investigations will include the implementation780

of a 2D model to properly describe the intermediate781

filamentary breakdown and the transfer of these results782

to larger DBD arrangements.783
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